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A quantitative assessment of the accuracy of centroid molecular dynamics 
for the calculation of the infrared spectrum of liquid water
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A detailed analysis of the infrared lineshapes corresponding to the intramolecular bond vibrations of 
HOD in either H 20  or D 20  is presented here in order to quantitatively assess the accuracy of 
centroid molecular dynamics in reproducing the correct features of the infrared spectrum of water 
at ambient conditions. Through a direct comparison with the results obtained from mixed 
quantum-classical calculations, it is shown that centroid molecular dynamics provides accurate 
vibrational shifts and lineshapes when the intramolecular bond stretching vibrations are described 
by a physically reasonable anharmonic potential. Artificially large redshifts due to a so-called 
“curvature problem” are instead obtained with an unphysical shifted harmonic potential because the 
latter allows substantial probability density at zero bond lengths. © 2010 American Institute o f  
Physics, [doi: 10.1063/1.3291212]

I. INTRODUCTION

The exact description of quantum dynamics in the con
densed phase remains one of the most challenging problems 
in theoretical physical chemistry. Since numerical schemes 
that rely on basis-set expansions or wavepacket propagations 
scale poorly with the number of degrees of freedom, theoret
ical approaches based on the path-integral formalism repre
sent an effective alternative for calculating quantum proper
ties in systems with many degrees of freedom. However, due 
to the associated highly oscillatory behavior, an accurate path 
integration of the real-time propagators becomes rapidly pro
hibitive as the time evolves, leading to the well-known “sign 
problem.” Although a few schemes have been suggested to 
address this issue,1 the range of applications of the proposed 
approaches is still limited.

As a consequence, several approximate methods have 
been developed in recent years for describing quantum dy
namics in condensed phase systems, including centroid mo
lecular dynamics (CMD),2j* semiclassical approaches,5 the 
quantum mode coupling theory,6 the Feynman-Kleinert lin
earized path-integral method,7 ring-polymer molecular dy
namics (RPMD),8 and the effective potential analytic con
tinuation method.9 All these methods have been applied with 
variable degrees of success to the study of several quantum 
dynamical properties of different condensed phase systems. 
Besides quantum fluids such as parahydrogen,10 liquid water 
is certainly the system that has been most extensively studied 
through quantum simulations (see Ref. 11 for a recent re
view). In this regard, it is highly desirable to have access to 
accurate methodologies for the calculation of the infrared 
spectrum of water in the OH stretching region, which can
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provide detailed information on both the structural and dy
namical properties of the liquid phase. This is particularly 
important in order to achieve a molecular-level understand
ing of the hydrogen-bond dynamics in terms of the experi
mental results from ultrafast infrared spectroscopy12 as well 
as to test the accuracy of recently developed ab initio-based 
water models.13'14 RPMD and CMD have already been ap
plied in combination with the ab initio-based TTM3-F force 
field13 to the calculation of the infrared spectrum of liquid 
water at ambient conditions.15'16 The results of Ref. 15 indi
cate that the infrared spectrum obtained from RPMD simu
lations is contaminated by the presence of spurious peaks 
due to unphysical resonances of the internal modes of the 
imaginary time ring-polymers, while the CMD infrared spec
trum has been found to be redshifted (especially in the OH 
stretching region) relative to the experimental data,15'16 
which has been attributed to some inaccuracies of the 
TTM3-F water model.16 By contrast, it has recently been 
shown that the CMD infrared spectrum computed for an iso
lated water molecule in the gas phase having a shifted har
monic bond stretching potential suffers by a so-called “cur
vature problem,” which leads to artificially redshifted and

17broad lineshapes for that potential. As described in detail in 
Ref. 17, within a path-integral representation and assuming 
an “asymptotic approximation” for the OH bond in the limit 
of infinite oxygen mass and infinitely stiff harmonic con
stant, the “quasiparticles” or “beads” of the ring-polymer that 
define the hydrogen atom always move on the surface of a 
sphere with radius R >  0. However, since the centroid coor
dinates are defined as the centers of mass of the correspond
ing path-integral ring-polymers, it is thus possible that the 
centroid position of the H atom can also (unphysically) re
side inside the sphere. This causes the centroid dynamics to 
be influenced by unphysical “curvature” and hence leads to 
the above mentioned problems for the infrared lineshape.
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The curvature problem is accentuated in the shifted harmonic 
oscillator because it has nonzero probability density for un
physical values of R = 0 (i.e., the potential is finite there). A 
more physically realistic OH stretching potential that pre
vents the actual bond length (R) from being shorter than the 
distance determined by the physical repulsive “wall” (/?w;,n) 
would therefore be expected to have less of a curvature prob
lem in CMD simulations. Either way, the curvature problem 
is expected to be more pronounced at low temperature and/or 
for more quantum-mechanical vibrations because, in these 
cases, the path-integral ring-polymers are more extended 
and, consequently, the centroid bond length may become ap
preciably shorter than /Jwall.

The objective of this study is to investigate the occur
rence of the curvature problem and to quantitatively assess 
its effects in CMD simulations of the infrared lineshapes 
corresponding to the intramolecular stretching vibrations of 
liquid water at ambient conditions. The focus here is espe
cially on the nature of this issue when a realistic anharmonic 
OH bond stretching potential is employed which has a more 
repulsive behavior at short OH distances and a softer behav
ior at OH distances beyond the equilibrium value.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGIES

The present analysis of the infrared lineshapes for the 
stretching vibrations in liquid water is carried out for two 
systems consisting of a single HOD molecule with either 127 
H20  or D20  molecules (which hereafter will be referred to 
as the H 0 D :H 20  and H 0 D :D 20  systems, respectively) con
tained in a periodic cubic box. In all calculations, the water
interactions were described by the point charge and flexible18
qSPC/Fw model with the long-range electrostatic interac
tions being treated according to the Ewald method.19 Follow
ing Ref. 20, a modified version of the qSPC/Fw model was 
also employed in which the original harmonic potential used 
to describe the intramolecular stretching motion was re
placed by a more physically realistic quartic approximation 
to a Morse potential

V(R) = D a 2( R - R ^ 2 - a \ R - R m)eq/

12
~ a \ R - R ^ (D

In Eq. (1), the parameters D = 1 16.09 kcal mol-1 and a  
= 2.287 A”1 were taken from Ref. 20, R defines the OD
(OH) stretching coordinate with /?,,, being set to 1.0 A as in

18the original qSPC/Fw model. In the following, these two 
water models will be referred to as the “harmonic qSPC/Fw” 
and “anharmonic qSPC/Fw” models, respectively. It is im
portant to emphasize that in the simulations described here, 
the anharmonic functional form adopted for the intramolecu
lar stretching vibrations was not specifically designed for 
accurately reproducing the corresponding vibrational bands 
in liquid water. Instead, such an anharmonic potential only 
provides a convenient and more realistic description of the 
intramolecular stretching motion of the water molecules in 
the condensed phase relative to a more simplified description 
that is obtained with a shifted harmonic bond stretching po

tential. The latter potential lacks a “steep wall” as R —>0 so 
that significant probability density can accumulate in this 
model at small unphysical values of R.

The initial classical equilibrium configurations were ob
tained from classical molecular dynamics (MD) runs for a 
total of 1 ns for a system consisting of 128 H20  molecules 
which were performed at ambient conditions (T=300 K and 
P=1 atm) with temperature and pressure maintained via 
Langevin dynamics and Berendsen barostat,19 respectively. 
The path-integral molecular dynamics method in the normal 
mode representation (NMPIMD) (Ref. 21) was then used to 
perform two NPT simulations of 500 ps each for both the 
H 0 D :H 20  and H 0 D :D 20  systems in order to obtain the 
corresponding quantum-mechanical equilibrium configura
tions. In the NMPIMD simulations the quantum partition 
function was discretized with 32 quasiparticles or beads,21 
while the propagation was performed with a timestep At 
=0.2 fs. The temperature was controlled via Nose-Hoover 
chains (NHC) of four thermostats''*' that were coupled to 
each path-integral normal mode. The isothermal-isobaric en
semble was generated according to the algorithm illustrated 
in Ref. 23.

Starting from the corresponding equilibrated configura
tions, 100 independent classical trajectories of 25 ps each in 
the NVE ensemble were simulated for both the H 0 D :H 20  
and H 0 D :D ,0  systems at T=300 K. The infrared line
shapes for the OH and OD stretching vibrations of the HOD 
molecule were calculated according to the following well- 
known expression24

1(a)) £ dt e '",r(/j,(0) ■ ya(r)). (2)

where (/j,(0) ■ fj,(t)) is the HOD dipole autocorrelation func
tion computed from the classical trajectories. The corre
sponding quantum dynamical simulations were performed 
using CMD with the centroid forces computed “on the fly” 
according to the adiabatic time scale separation scheme 
(ACMD scheme).2(cl Starting from the equilibrated 
NMPIMD molecular configurations, 50 independent ACMD 
trajectories of 25 ps each were simulated. The ACMD propa
gation of the centroid degrees of freedom was carried out in 
the NVE ensemble with NHC of four thermostats attached to 
each nonzero frequency normal mode. An adiabaticity 
parameter2’11 y=0.5 and a time step A t=0.05 fs were used, 
and the dipole autocorrelation function in Eq. (2) was calcu
lated within a classical representation of the dipole operator.3

In order to quantitatively assess the accuracy of CMD in 
reproducing the OD (OH) vibrational shift in HOD in the 
H 0 D :H 20  (H 0 D :D 20 )  system, the corresponding infrared 
lineshape was also computed according to a well-established 
mixed quantum-classical (QC) scheme.2'"’ This approach pro
vides a very accurate approximation to the actual infrared 
lineshape when a well defined vibrational mode of a dilute 
chromophore exists, as in the present case of the OH (OD) 
vibration of a single HOD molecule in D20  (H20 ). As de
scribed in detail in Ref. 26, within the QC scheme the OD
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(OH) spectra] line, /^ c (o)), corresponding to the 1-0 vibra
tional transition of the HOD molecule in H20  (D20 )  can be 
expressed as

OD lineshape of HOD in H20
Harmonic qSPC/Fw model

lqc(a) £ dt e ",rf( /x10(0) •

Xexp ‘fJo
d r  o)io(r) (3)

where /iio(t) and a)10(0 are, respectively, the vibrational tran
sition moment and the vibrational frequency associated to 
the transition between the ground and excited state of the OD 
(OH) stretch at time t, and the brackets denote a classical 
equilibrium average. Equation (3) should also contain an ad
ditional factor dependent on the lifetime of the vibrational 
excited state which, however, for the purposes of the present 
study can be safely neglected. The OD (OH) frequencies 
were computed for all the H 0 D :H ?0  (H 0D :D ?0) molecu
lar configurations extracted from either classical MD or 
ACMD trajectories by solving the Schrodinger equation for 
the corresponding one-dimensional (ID) OD (OH) oscillator 
using the Numerov method.27 Following the procedure de
scribed in Ref. 28, for any given configuration of the 
H 0 D :H ?0  (H 0D :D ?0) system, the underlying OD (OH) 
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curve was computed by 
stretching the OD (OH) bond while keeping the positions of 
all other atoms fixed. The resulting potential curve was then 
used to compute the corresponding vibrational frequency as 
well as the vibrational wave functions of the ground and first 
excited states. The vibrational transition moments 
were calculated within the same computational scheme from 
the numerical integration over the product of the molecular 
dipole moment and the appropriate vibrational wave func
tions. In solving the ID Schrodinger equation, all the mo
lecular interactions were consistently described by either the 
harmonic qSPC/Fw or the anharmonic qSPC/Fw model. It is 
important to note that, even in the case where the molecular 
configurations were extracted from the ACMD trajectories, 
the centroid coordinates were simply utilized to define the 
instantaneous positions of all atoms at time t, which were 
then used to determine the underlying Born-Oppenheimer 
potential energy curve. The latter is not to be confused with 
the effective centroid potential that instead determines the 
actual centroid dynamics in a direct ACMD simulation.4 An 
identical approach has already been applied in Ref. 16 to the 
study of the OD (OH) infrared lineshapes of HOD in H20  
(DjO) with the TTM3-F water model.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Harmonic qSPC/Fw model

The OD infrared lineshapes l(o>) of the HOD molecule 
in HjO calculated according to Eq. (2) from both classical 
(panel a) and ACMD (panel c) simulations with the harmonic 
qSPC/Fw model are compared in Fig. 1 with the correspond
ing quantum-mixed lineshapes, /^ c (o>) of Eq. (3), shown in 
panels b and d, respectively. Also shown in panels b and d 
are the corresponding static frequency distributions P(w) ob
tained from binning the instantaneous OD frequencies calcu-
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MG. 1. OD lineshape of HOD in H20 computed with the harmonic 
qSPC/Bw model at T=300 K. Panel a: Classical lineshape calculated via 
Bq. (2) using classical MD simulations. Panel b: Mixed QC lineshape cal
culated via Bq. (3) using molecular configurations extracted from classical 
MD simulations. Panel c: CMD lineshape calculated via Bq. (2) using 
ACMD simulations. Panel d: Mixed QC lineshape calculated via Bq. (3) 
using molecular configurations extracted from ACMD simulations.

lated according to the procedure illustrated in Sec. II from 
the ID  Schrodinger equation for the OD stretching vibration 
of the HOD molecule. An analogous comparison is reported 
in Fig. 2 for the OH infrared lineshape of the HOD molecule 
in D ?0. In both figures, the solid blue lines identify the peak 
position of each spectral line.

The two sets of results in Figs. 1 and 2 provide qualita
tively similar information. First of all, it is important to note 
that the mixed QC lineshapes obtained from both classical 
and ACMD configurations are in excellent agreement with 
each other, which is due to the similarity between classical 
and quantum structural properties of liquid water at ambient 
conditions (e.g., see Ref. 29). It is also apparent that both the 
OD and OH classical spectral lines display a similar shape as 
the corresponding /QC(«) although they are consistently 
blueshifted by about 1%. As already noted in previous clas
sical simulations with empirical force fields, the static fre
quency distributions are instead much broader than the cor
responding /QC(ft,).3° In addition, both P(a>) show a shoulder 
on the blue side of the band, which is somewhat more pro
nounced in the curves obtained from molecular configura
tions that are extracted from classical simulations. Interest
ingly, these shoulders appear at the same frequencies as the 
corresponding classical spectral lines. This correspondence 
can be explained by considering that the blue side of the OD
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OH lineshape of HOD in D20
Harmonic qSPC/Fw model
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FIG. 2, OD lineshape of HOD in D20  computed with the harmonic 
qSPC/Fw model at T=300 K. Panel a: Classical lineshape calculated via 
Eq, (2) using classical MD simulations. Panel b: Mixed QC lineshape cal
culated via Eq. (3) using molecular configurations extracted from classical 
MD simulations. Panel c: CMD lineshape calculated via Eq. (2) using 
ACMD simulations. Panel d: Mixed QC lineshape calculated via Eq. (3) 
using molecular configurations extracted from ACMD simulations.

FIG. 3. OD lineshape of HOD in H20 computed with the anharmonic 
qSPC/Fw model at T=300 K, Panel a: Classical lineshape calculated via 
Eq. (2) using classical MD simulations. Panel b: Mixed QC lineshape cal
culated via Eq. (3) using molecular configurations extracted from classical 
MD simulations. Panel c: CMD lineshape calculated via Eq. (2) using 
ACMD simulations. Panel d: Mixed QC lineshape calculated via Eq. (3) 
using molecular configurations extracted from ACMD simulations.

(OH) infrared lineshape is due to adsorption by the most 
weakly hydrogen-bonded configurations in which, conse
quently, the HOD molecule interact more weakly with the 
surrounding molecules. For these configurations, the anhar
monic effects that arise from the coupling of the (harmonic) 
intramolecular motion with the environment are thus signifi
cantly reduced. Therefore, being essentially determined by 
the intramolecular potential represented by the harmonic 
qSPC/Fw model, the potential energy surface corresponding 
to the most weakly hydrogen-bonded molecular configura
tions is thus effectively harmonic, for which classical simu
lations provide the correct vibrational frequencies.

Based on the comparison with the corresponding mixed 
QC. lineshapes, it is also possible to quantitatively assess the 
accuracy of CMD in reproducing the vibrational shift in the 
OD (OH) stretch of the HOD molecule in H ,0  (D ,0 ) with a 
harmonic representation of the intramolecular motion. Fig
ures 1 and 2 clearly show that the ACMD lineshapes are 
consistently redshifted relative to Importantly, this
redshift (contrary to the blueshift displayed by the classical 
lineshapes) is appreciably different for the OD and OH vi
brations of HOD, going from less than 1 % for the OD stretch 
to almost 2% for the OH stretch relative to the position of the 
corresponding mixed QC. lineshapes. This is a clear manifes
tation of the curvature problem that affects CMD simulations

in Cartesian coordinates leading to artificially redshifted and
17broader lineshapes. As mentioned above, this effect is more 

pronounced at low temperature and/or for more quantum- 
mechanical vibrations, which explains the larger magnitude 
of the redshift predicted by the ACMD simulations for the 
OH stretch relative to that obtained for the OD stretch. How
ever, it is important to reiterate that because of the lack of a 
physically correct repulsive wall at short distance, a purely 
harmonic potential leads to an unphysical description of the 
molecular stretching motion. The CMD simulations are 
clearly influenced by this unphysical behavior of the poten
tial energy function.

B. Anharmonic qSPC/Fw model

In order to quantitatively assess the effects of the curva
ture problem in CMD simulations of the infrared spectrum of 
liquid water at ambient conditions with a more realistic de
scription of the molecular interactions, the analysis of Sec. 
Ill A was also repeated using the anharmonic qSPC/Fw 
model. The infrared lineshapes obtained from classical and 
ACMD simulations of both H 0 D :H ,0  and H 0 D :D ,0  sys
tems are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As in the case 
with the harmonic qSPC/Fw model, the mixed QC. line
shapes obtained form classical and ACMD configurations
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OH lineshape of HOD in D20
Anharmonic qSPC/Fw model
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FIG. 4. OH lineshape of HOD in D20  computed with the anharmonic 
qSPC/I-'w model at T=300 K. Panel a: Classical lineshape calculated via 
Eq. (2) using classical MD simulations. Panel b: Mixed QC lineshape cal
culated via Eq. (3) using molecular configurations extracted from classical 
MD simulations. Panel c: CMD lineshape calculated via Eq. (2) using 
ACMD simulations. Panel d: Mixed QC lineshape calculated via Eq. (3) 
using molecular configurations extracted from ACMD simulations.

(panels b and d) are in excellent agreement with each other, 
which again results from the close similarity between the 
underlying classical and AC.MD structural arrangement of 
liquid water."9 The corresponding static frequency distribu
tions are broader and show slightly less pronounced shoul
ders on the blue side relative to those observed in Figs. 1 and
2 for the P(w) obtained with the harmonic qSPC/Fw model. 
Similar differences between the P(sa) and fQC((o) lineshapes 
have already been observed in classical simulations with the 
SPC./E water model combined with electronic structure
calculations.30 It is interesting to note that somewhat less 
pronounced differences have been found in a similar analysis 
carried out with the ab initio-based TTM3-F water model,16 
which suggests that the magnitude of the dynamical effects 
on the OD (OH) infrared lineshape is particularly sensitive to 
the model employed to describe the intramolecular motion as 
well as on the local arrangement of the water molecules pre
dicted by a specific simulation approach.

Similar to the results discussed in Sec. Ill A, the OD and 
OH infrared lineshapes calculated from the corresponding 
classical dipole autocorrelation functions (panels a of Figs. 3 
and 4, respectively) are blueshifted relative to the mixed QC. 
lineshapes. However, clearly contrary to the results of Sec. 
Ill A with the harmonic qSPC/Fw model, the blueshift in the 
classical lineshapes relative to /QC(w), which is obtained

with the anharmonic qSPC/Fw model, is noticeably different 
between the OD (—2%) and OH (—4%) stretching vibra
tions. This can be explained by considering that, as discussed 
above, the OH stretch is significantly more quantum- 
mechanical than the OD stretch and, consequently, the ef
fects of the anharmonicity (which are not captured by clas
sical simulations) are significantly larger.

Based on the comparison reported in Figs. 3 and 4, the 
present analysis of the OH and OD lineshapes of a single 
HOD molecule in H20  and D20  thus allows for a quantita
tive assessment of the accuracy of C.MD in reproducing the 
infrared spectrum of liquid water at ambient conditions. The 
results shown in panels c of both figures clearly indicate that 
the ACMD infrared lineshapes are in very close agreement 
with the corresponding mixed QC. lineshapes. Such level of 
agreement demonstrates that ACMD simulations carried out 
with a more physical representation of the intramolecular 
motion reproduce the correct redshift for both the OD and 
OH stretching vibrations of HOD in the liquid phase at am
bient conditions. Some evidence for a similar behavior have 
already been presented in Ref. 16 for ACMD simulations of
the infrared spectra of water calculated with the ab initio-

31based TTM3-F model and in an earlier w ork/ The present 
analysis thus suggests that, although the curvature problem is 
intrinsic to the CMD method, its effects appear to be negli
gible for the calculation of the infrared spectrum of liquid 
water at ambient conditions when the intramolecular vibra
tional motion is represented in a physical fashion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study a detailed analysis of the OD and OH in
frared lineshapes of a single HOD molecule in either H20  or 
D20  at ambient conditions has been carried out, employing 
classical and CMD simulations as well as a mixed QC. ap
proach. Use of both harmonic and anharmonic potentials to 
describe the intramolecular bond vibrations of the water mol
ecules has allowed for a quantitative assessment of the accu
racy of CMD in reproducing the infrared lineshapes of both 
the OD and OH stretching vibrations of HOD in the liquid 
phase. The results of this study provide quantitative evidence 
that the curvature problem affects the position of the spectral 
lines obtained from CMD simulations with a shifted and un
physical harmonic description of the intramolecular motion, 
which leads to artificially large redshifts relative to the cor
responding lineshapes calculated within a mixed QC. ap
proach. By contrast, when the intramolecular motion is de
scribed by a more realistic anharmonic potential, the analysis 
presented here clearly demonstrates that CMD is capable to 
capture the correct redshift for both the OD and OH stretch
ing vibrations at ambient conditions, providing very close 
agreement with the corresponding mixed QC. lineshapes. A 
thorough investigation of the effects of the curvature prob
lem in CMD simulations of the infrared spectrum of liquid 
water under different conditions with a more physical de
scription of the molecular interactions in terms of the ab 
initio-based TTM3-F force field, as well as a direct compari
son between CMD and semiclassical approaches, will be the
subject of two forthcoming publications.32
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